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This morning I spoke with Luann Wilkins and Deb Beatty of the Bureau about the list that the Bureau gave us 

titled: "FBI Main Files and Cross References Transferred to NARA -- Revised 4/5/95." A copy of this list is in the 

SCIF (because some of the listed file numbers are classified). File numbers appearing on this list next to single 

asterisks, according to the key on the last page, have "not been transferred to NARA." Which raises the 

question: where are they?Luann and Deb explained that these files are "on locate" -- that is, the JFK Task 

Force, through index searches, has identified the listed serials (or file sections or files) as potential 

assassination records, but the files containing these serials have not been located, and (Deb volunteered) may 

never be. A breakdown of the subjects and offices for these single-asterisk listings follows:2 listings in LHO HQ 

cross-references1 listing in DL JFK cross-references3 listings in other field-office JFK files or cross-references2 

listings in the WMFO DeMohrenschildt files or cross-references1 listing in the Marina Oswald HQ files or cross-

references1 listing in the Pike Committee San Juan files or cross-references9 listings in the Church Committee 

HQ files or cross-references2 listings in the Church Committee New Haven files or cross-references 2 listings in 

the HSCA New Haven files or cross-referencesI also tried to determine the present status of the Oswald 

"Funds Transmitted to Russia" files. The only file numbers believed to be associated with this matter that 

appear on the aforementioned list are 100-353496-715, and another serial which has a classified file number. 

Both are LHO HQ cross-references. I photocopied the brown-out for 100-353496-715. What appears to be all 

of the original pages for the other serial are in the appropriate NAR originals/postponement package. 

However, Deb Beatty could not locate the brown-out for this document, and agreed to "reconstruct" a brown-

out for the document the next time she is at College Park.
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